Public Transport Tickets:
You received 4 tickets for the Berlin public transport. Use them for the social events.

Remember: Validate tickets inside tram/bus or on the platform for S-Bahn/subway.

Welcome reception Tuesday 19:00: How to get there
Address: Waschhaus Alt-Köpenick, Katzengraben 19, 12555 Berlin
Tram station: Freiheit (Berlin Köpenick)

- Exit the conference venue, face Rudower Chaussee, turn right
- Walk 60m to tram station Magnusstraße, across the street
- Take any tram (61 or 63, direction Mahlsdorf);
  Alternative: Bus 164 (direction Köpenick)
- Exit at station Freiheit (after ~20min.)
- Walk 350m East towards the water:
  Kirchstraße → Jägerstraße → Alter Markt → Katzengraben 19

Free drinks from 19:00 – 20:30. You are free to have dinner at the restaurant at your own expense.

Additional dinner options (within 5-10 min. walking distance):
Ratskeller Köpenick, Alt-Köpenick 21, 12555 Berlin
Zur Alten Laterne, Alt-Köpenick 31, 12555 Berlin
El Tinto, Kirchstraße 1, 12555 Berlin
Restaurant Lehmofen, Freiheit 12, 12555 Berlin
**Dinner cruise Thursday 16:30: How to get there**

- Exit the conference venue, face Rudower Chaussee, turn right
- Walk towards the CSV copy shop, turn South into Magnusstraße
- Follow Magnusstraße leading to the canal (5 min.) at Havestadt Platz
- Boat departure: 16:45 sharp at Ernst-Ruska-Ufer

**Dinner cruise Thursday 21:00: How to get back to Adlershof**

Option 1 (minimal walking, sightseeing from the bus):

- Take Bus 100 direction Alexanderplatz and exit there
- Take S9 direction Flughafen Berlin-Schönefeld
  or take S5/S7/S75 towards Ostkreuz, change at Ostkreuz into S8/S85
- Exit at Adlershof

Option 2 (15 min. evening walk):

- Walk North along the river (against the stream) towards Berlin Main Train Station
  - Spreebogen → Ludwig-Erhard-Ufer → Gustav-Heinemann-Brücke
  → Friedrich-List-Ufer → Berlin Hauptbahnhof
- Take S9 direction Flughafen Berlin-Schönefeld
  or take S5/S7/S75 towards Ostkreuz, change at Ostkreuz into S8/S85

Option 3 (30 min. walking tour along historical sights):

- Take Bus 100 towards Alexanderplatz and exit at Brandenburger Tor
- Walk East: Unter den Linden → Karl-Liebknecht-Straße towards the TV Tower
- Pass by: Humboldt-University, Opera House, Old Museum, Dome
- At Alexanderplatz proceed as in Option 1
  (Several breweries around Nikolaiviertel, close to the TV tower)
Lunch options

• Esswirtschaft
  Rudower Chaussee 24, 12489 Berlin; on the square right next to the conference venue
  *Regular lunch menus*

• Gerdan’s Cafe
  In front of the conference room
  *Snacks and salads*

• Kamee caffé & espresso bar
  Rudower Chaussee 25, 12489 Berlin; 2min walking
  *Light lunch menus and bakery goods, Lavazza coffee*

• Mani Mogo
  Erich-Thilo-Str. 3, 12489 Berlin; in front of the Physics Department; 5min. walking
  *Korean Food*

• Albert Speisemanufaktur
  Johann-Hittorf-Straße 8, 12489 Berlin; 8 min. walking
  *Cantine lunch* dedicated to Albert Einstein; serves great *flame tarte*

• Azuma Asian Fine Kitchen
  Rudower Chaussee 9, 12489 Berlin; 7 min. walking
  *Sushi and Asian Food*

• Asia Sushi Bar
  Rudower Chaussee 12A, 12489 Berlin; 5 min. walking
  *Sushi and Asian Food*

• University Mensa
  Rudower Chaussee 25, 12489 Berlin; 3 min. walking
  *Student Canteen*, requires Chip Card (we have about 10 cards for handout)

• Olympia Restaurant
  Rudower Chaussee 5a in 12489 Berlin; 10 min. walking
  *Greek food*
Dinner options

Wednesday Suggestions:

• **Trattoria Il Mondo**
  Italian Restaurant close to S Station Adlershof

• **TV-Tower: Restaurant Sphere**
  360° Restaurant 207 m above the city

• **Zur Gerichtslaube**
  Old Berlin Restaurant in Nikolaiviertel

• **Restaurant Datscha**
  Small Russian Restaurant in Friedrichshain

• **Cum Laude**
  Central European cuisine, Berlin downtown, close to Humboldt University

• **Raval or Mariona**
  Spanish Tapas Restaurants, Berlin Kreuzberg

• **Kantine Kohlmann**
  German Fine Dining, Berlin Kreuzberg

• **Restaurant Volt**
  German Fine Dining, Berlin Kreuzberg

• **Zur Letzten Instanz**
  German cuisine and beer garden, close to Alexanderplatz